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Highlights

□ This week we traveled with a group of investors to California to meet with the managements of Edison 
International and PG&E Corp., the California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) and TURN (The 
Utility Reform Network), a consumer advocacy group and important intervenor in regulatory proceedings 
in California. Those meetings highlighted the continuing strengths of California's regulatory framework 
as well as the important challenges that the system will face in the years ahead.

□ While this year's gubernatorial election creates a unique opportunity to alter the composition and policy 
direction of the CPUC, we do not believe this will occur. The example of Governor Davis, recalled from 
office and cast into the political wilderness by the state's voters for his mismanagement of the energy 
crisis, militates against radical change by either the Democratic or Republican candidate (Jerry Brown 
and Meg Whitman, respectively).

□ The continuation of the current leadership and policies of the Commission is most likely in the event of 
a Brown victory. Brown is a close personal friend of Commission President Michael Peevey, who has 
endorsed Brown's candidacy for governor; a change in the presidency of the Commission is therefore 
unlikely. Moreover, the CPUC's current regulatory agenda, including its support of long term 
resource planning, renewable generation, transmission investment, and advanced metering 
infrastructure, is already congruent with the priorities of California's Democratic state legislature.

□ A Republican gubernatorial victory may represent more of a threat to the current composition of the 
CPUC. Given Peevey's endorsement of her rival, Whitman may less inclined than Brown to re-appoint 
Peevey as president. Weighing in Peevey's favor, on the other hand, are the strong support he enjoys 
from the state's business interests and the fact that Whitman can only derive political advantage from 
the continuation of well designed utility regulation in the state. And even if Whitman were to attempt 
to change the leadership and direction the CPUC, her nominations would require the approval of the 
same Democrat-dominated Senate that has ratified the appointment of the current commissioners and 
strongly supported the CPUC's current energy policies.

□ Secondly, we believe that key positive elements of California's regulatory structure — such as forward 
looking rate cases, the decoupling of revenue from volume sales, the extensive use of balancing accounts 
to ensure prompt recovery of operating costs, and the cost of capital mechanism — are so arcane as to 
attract little or no interest from politicians, much less ordinary voters. On the contrary, our recent
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meetings in California confirm our belief that these key elements of California's regulatory framework 
have become increasingly institutionalized and unlikely to be the subject of radical change.

□ In our meetings with utilities, the CPUC and TURN, however, it became clear that electricity rates in 
California are beginning to come under public scrutiny. Already, the state has been forced to eliminate 
the freeze on low volume customers' electricity rates; going forward, annual increases in these rates will 
be permitted up to the rate of consumer price inflation plus 1%. Looking further ahead, the state's 
objective of achieving 33% renewable generation by 2020 represents a formidable and costly challenge.

□ We estimate the capital cost of the renewable capacity required to meet the 33% target at 
approximately $80 billion, or $8.0 billion annually over the next decade. The combined capital 
expenditures of the state's three investor owned utilities, by comparison, are running at a rate of 
approximately $10.7 billion annually. Much of this investment, however, is offset by depreciation, 
mitigating the impact on base rates; the increase in renewable generation capacity, by contrast, 
represents net new additions to capital invested in electricity supply. The capital investment required 
to meet California's 33% renewable target is thus likely have a roughly equivalent impact on base rates 
as the current capex plans of the three investor owned utilities in the state.

□ Another looming risk for the state's utilities is the scheduled roll out of dynamic pricing for residential 
costumers. Because dynamic pricing depends on high critical peak prices to reduce peak demand, the 
risk to utilities is that ratepayers with limited ability to modify consumption patterns will resist its 
implementation. When dynamic pricing was introduced by Pacific Gas & Electric to residential 
customers in Bakersfield last summer, the company met with thousands of customer complaints. The 
introduction of dynamic pricing across the state carries the risk of much wider ratepayer backlash.

Investment Conclusion

In sum, we don't believe that California's gubernatorial election will be transformational for the CPUC or 
the state's energy policies. The example of Governor Davis, the once-Presidential candidate cast into the 
political wilderness by the state's voters for his mismanagement of the energy crisis, militates against 
radical change by either Brown or Whitman. Continuity of the CPUC's current leadership and policies 
seems most likely in the event of Brown victory, but we would very surprised if a moderate Republican and 
former corporate CEO such as Whitman were to adopt a markedly different course. And even if she did, 
her nominations would require the approval of the same Democrat-dominated Senate that has ratified the 
appointment of the current commissioners and strongly supported its energy policies.

Secondly, we believe that key positive elements of California's regulatory structure — such as forward 
looking rate cases, the decoupling of revenue from volume sales, the extensive use of balancing accounts to 
ensure prompt recovery of operating costs, and the cost of capital mechanism — are so arcane as to attract 
little or no interest from politicians, much less ordinary voters. Our recent meetings in California confirm 
our belief that these key elements of California's regulatory framework have become increasingly 
institutionalized and unlikely to be the subject of radical change.

In this week's meetings, however, whether with utilities, the CPUC or TURN, we heard that electricity rates 
in California are beginning to come under public scrutiny. In our meetings with both Southern California 
Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric, we sensed a recognition that the scale of future rate increases -driven 
by rapid growth in utility rate base and California's ambitious 33% renewable target — combined with the 
rollout of dynamic pricing to residential customers, will create a riskier environment for the state's utilities 
in the years ahead.

California's utilities seem to be adopting a more defensive posture as a result. In our meeting with Southern 
California Edison, which forecasts rate base growth of 8% to 11% annually over the next five years, Edison 
CEO Ted Craver acknowledged that an optimal rate of growth for the utility would be significantly lower,
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perhaps in the range of 5% to 8%. Similarly cognizant of the need to limit rate increases, PG&E pointed 
out that the investments they had proposed in connection with their 2011-2013 General Rate Case, even if 
adopted in full by the Commission, would be largely offset by the roll-off of high cost power supply 
agreements, including those executed with the Department of Water Resources, which expire by the end of 
2013. The combined impact on average system rates, PG&E claims, would allow the company to limit the 
increase in average electricity rates to 1% per year.

We rate PCG outperform with a price target of $49 and rate EIX market perform with a price target of $37.

Details

On Monday and Tuesday of this week we traveled with a group of investors to California to meet with the 
managements of Edison International and PG&E Corp., with the California Public Utility Commission 
(CPUC) and with TURN (The Utility Reform Network), a consumer advocacy group and important 
intervenor in regulatory proceedings in California. Those meetings highlighted the continuing strengths of 
California's regulatory framework as well as the important challenges that the system will face in the years 
ahead. In this note, we provide our views as to the key factors influencing regulatory trends in the state.

The Gubernatorial Election

The gubernatorial election in California is being contested between ex-governor Jerry Brown, a liberal 
Democrat, and Meg Whitman, the former CEO of E-Bay and a moderate Republican. The winner will 
enjoy a unique opportunity to alter the composition and policy direction of the CPUC. California's five 
utility commissioners serve six year terms, and at the end of this year the terms of two commissioners will 
come to an end. A third commissioner, whose appointment has not yet been confirmed by the California 
Senate, may be required under California law to leave the Commission if she is not confirmed by the first 
anniversary of her appointment, which occurs in January. The incoming governor may thus be in a position 
to appoint a majority of the five member Commission. In addition, the Governor has the right to appoint 
the president of the Commission from among the five commissioners. Many with whom we spoke believe 
that the current Commission President, Michael Peevey, would likely resign from the Commission if not 
reappointed to its presidency. The incoming governor could thus potentially fill four Commission seats.

As California law does not stipulate that there must be a balanced representation of the two political parties 
on the Commission, the incoming governor could appoint as many as four new commissioners from a 
single party. As Gubernatorial appointments are subject to Senate confirmation, and Democrats hold a 25 
to 14 majority in that chamber, Jerry Brown would be in a better position to shift the composition of the 
Commission that Meg Whitman.

It is not at all clear, however, that either candidate will in fact radically change the composition or policy 
direction of the CPUC. Politicians in California are uniquely sensitive to the importance of sound 
regulation and financially stable electric utilities, having suffered through the blackouts, price spikes and 
utility bankruptcies and restructurings triggered by the state's 2000-01 energy crisis. The Democratic party, 
which controls the state legislature, is perhaps most keenly aware of the political downside of inadequate 
regulation; the last Democratic Governor of California, Gray Davis, was recalled from office over his 
mismanagement of the energy crisis, ushering eight years of Republican leadership in under Governor 
Schwarzenegger.

Particularly important to the future quality of utility regulation in California will be the fate of Commission 
President Michael Peevey. A former president of Edison International and Southern California Edison, 
Peevey is a Democrat who was appointed to his position by Democratic Governor Gray Davis in 2002 and 
then re-appointed by his Republican successor, Governor Schwarzenegger, in 2008. Viewed by many as 
the architect of California's recovery from the energy crisis, Peevey enjoys broad support among
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California's business community and politicians. Following his reappointment to the Commission by 
Governor Schwarzenegger, there was only one vote cast against his confirmation in the California Senate.

Critically, Jerry Brown is a close friend of Michael Peevey, who has endorsed Brown's candidacy for 
governor. Given these political and personal ties, it seems improbable thatBrown should seek to replace 
Peevey as Commission president. Nor do we believe that Brown would seek materially to change the 
direction of utility regulation in California. The CPUC's current regulatory agenda, including its support of 
long term resource planning, renewable generation, transmission investment and advanced metering 
infrastructure, is already congruent with the priorities of California's Democratic state legislature.

There seems also a clear political advantage to Brown of maintaining the support of the state's business 
community, particularly during the current severe recession. Given the unfortunate fate of Gray Davis, we 
see little reason for Brown to tamper with a system that has restored the credit of the state's electric utilities 
and ensured the adequacy of California's energy supply.

A Republican gubernatorial victory, therefore, may represent more of a threat to the current composition of 
the CPUC. Given Peevey's endorsement of her rival, Meg Whitman may less inclined than Brown to re
appoint Peevey to the presidency of the Commission. Weighing in Peevey's favor, on the other hand, are 
such considerations as his re-appointment by Whitman's Republican predecessor and mentor, Governor 
Schwarzenegger; the strong support he enjoys from the state's political and business interests; and the fact 
that Whitman, like Brown, can only derive political advantage from the continuation of well designed 
utility regulation in the state. Perhaps reflecting a bias of "if it ain't broke don't fix it," Whitman's campaign 
website makes only limited reference to energy policy, suggesting little interest in radical change. Indeed 
her website endorses such cornerstones of current energy policy as the state's 33% renewable portfolio 
standard and the need to build the transmission infrastructure to deliver renewable generation to consumers. 
The only plank of her platform that seems to diverge from current policy is the modest suggestion that 
California "not shut the door on nuclear energy," a position that hardly darkens the outlook for the state's 
regulated utilities.

In sum, we don't believe that California's gubernatorial election will be a transformational for the CPUC or 
the state's energy policies. The example of Governor Davis, the once-Presidential candidate cast into the 
political wilderness by the state's voters for his mismanagement of the energy crisis, militates against 
radical change by either Brown or Whitman. Continuity of the CPUC's current leadership and policies 
seems most likely in the event of Brown victory, but we would very surprised if a moderate Republican and 
former corporate CEO such as Whitman were to adopt a markedly different course. And even if she did, 
her nominations would require the approval of the same Democrat-dominated Senate that has ratified the 
appointment of the current commissioners and strongly supported its energy policies.

California's Regulatory Framework Remains Highly Favorable

What does continuity in California's energy policies imply? First, we expect a continuation of California's 
uniquely supportive regulatory framework, which combines high allowed ROEs with structural elements 
designed to ensure that these allowed returns are achievable by the states' utilities. Key elements of this 
framework include:

□ Allowed ROEs that are well above the national average. In 39 electric utility rate cases decided by state 
commissions in 2009, the average allowed ROE awarded was 10.5%. In contrast, San Diego Gas & 
Electric's allowed ROE is 10.7%, PG&E's is 11.35%, Southern California Edison's 11.5%. California 
also employs a mechanism for updating utilities' cost of capital by adjusting allowed ROEs to reflect 
utility bond yields: through 2012, the allowed ROEs of California's electric utilities are linked to the yield 
of Moody's utility bond index. In the case of Southern California Edison, for example, the benchmark 
value for the index is 6.26%; if the 12 month average yield on Moody's Baa utility bond index deviates
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by more than 100 basis points from this benchmark, the company's allowed ROE is increased or 
decreased by half the difference between the index yield and the benchmark.

□ Critically, the revenue requirement for California's utilities is set in forward-looking rate cases that 
schedule rate increases over the next three years in anticipation of future capital expenditure, rate base 
growth and operating cost increases. In contrast to traditional rate setting methods, wherebya utility's 
rates are set by reference to its operating costs and regulated rate base in a historical test year, California's 
system minimizes regulatory lag and allows utilities to realize their allowed ROEs despite rapid rate base 
growth.

□ To ensure that a utility actually realizes revenues in line with its revenue requirement as set by the CPUC, 
California rate making procedures de-link utility revenues from MWh sold, automatically adjusting rates 
if volume sales lag behind or run ahead of the projections used in the general rate case. In addition, 
California allows the automatic recovery through balancing accounts of fuel, purchased power and other 
operating expenses, including pension costs, again facilitating the realization of allowed ROEs.

□ Finally, California's courts have generally refused to take on cases that would involve judicial review of 
regulatory decisions by the CPUC.

These elements of California's regulatory structure, while extremely important to effective rate making and 
thus to utility shareholders, are so arcane as to attract little or no interest from politicians, much less 
ordinary voters. On the contrary, our recent meetings in California confirm our belief that these key 
elements of California's regulatory framework have become increasingly institutionalized and unlikely to be 
the subject of radical change.

California's Energy Policy Consensus

A second feature of California's regulatory environment to date has been a broad consensus among utilities, 
regulators and politicians as to the key objectives of energy policy. Critical elements of this consensus have 
included (i) a commitment to long term resource planning to ensure adequate generation capacity; (ii) 
upgrading of the state's transmission infrastructure, both to ensure that generation capacity is adequately 
linked to load centers as well as to tie remote renewable resources to the grid; (iii) the roll-out of advance 
metering infrastructure to all utility customers in the state, so as to permit the development of demand 
response as an alternative to the construction of peaking capacity; and (iv) increased reliance on renewable 
resources for energy supplies, as reflected in the state's target of procuring 33% of electricity supplies from 
renewable resources by 2020.

The capital cost of achieving these objectives has created a bonanza of investment opportunities for the 
state's utilities. Over the five years from 2006 to 2010, for example, we estimate that the rate base of 
Southern California Edison has increased 10% annually. The implication, of course, has been a 
commensurate increase in base rates.

To date, the impact of these rate increases on consumers has been mitigated in severalways. Perhaps most 
importantly, rates for low volume residential consumers have remained frozen, and increases in utilities' 
revenue requirement have been collected solely from higher volume customers. This has created a large 
and growing disparity in rates whereby high volume (and presumably high income) residential customers 
subsidize lower volume consumers. In 2009, PG&E estimates that its lowestvolume residential customers 
(Tier 1) paid an average rate of 10 cents per kWh, while its highest volume customers (Tier 5) paid 50 cents 
per kWh. By comparison, the average residential electricity rate nationally in 2009 was 11.6 cents per 
kWh. Second, while average residential electricity rates in California are well above the nation's average 
(15.1 cents per kWh in California vs. 11.6 cents nationally) the average electricity bill is much lower ($87 
per month in California in 2009 vs. $105 nationally), reflecting the state's mild climate and consequently 
lower electricity use. Third, the wholesale power market in California is one where gas fired generators are
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the marginal, price-setting units, causing power prices to move with the price of natural gas. Consequently, 
as Henry Hub natural gas prices fell from an average of $8.90/MMBtu in 2008 to $4.20/MMBtuin 2009, 
California's electric utilities have been able to generate electricity at lower costs and renew power supply 
agreements at lower rates. Lower fuel and purchased power costs have offset to a degree the upward 
pressure on electricity rates created by rapid rate base growth.

The Threat from Rising Rates

In this week's meetings, however, whether with utilities, consumer advocates or the CPUC, we heard that 
electricity rates in California are beginning to come under public scrutiny. Already, the disproportionate 
burden placed on high volume residential customers has led to the elimination of the freeze on low volume 
electricity rates; rates for lower volume customers (Tiers 1 through 3) may now be increased at arate 
equivalent to consumer price inflation plus 1%. Looking further ahead, the state's objective of achieving 
33% renewable generation by 2020 represents a formidable and costly challenge. Yet the 33% target 
enjoys broad political support in California, ranging from the Democratic controlled legislature to the 
sitting Republican governor and the GOP's gubernatorial candidate, and is unlikely to be abandoned 
quickly.

We estimate the 33% target would require California to quadruple its supply of renewable energy over the 
coming decade. Excluding conventional hydroelectric generation, California produced some 26 million 
MWh of electricity from renewable resources in 2009. Retail sales of electricity in the state in that year 
were some 257 million MWh. If these were to grow at 1.3% annually through 2020, as forecast by NERC 
(the North American Electric Reliability Corporation), retail sales of electricity in the state could reach 
some 300 million MWh by 2020. Even before allowing for transmission losses, a 33% renewable 
generation requirement would imply 100 million MWh of power output from non-hydro renewable sources, 
four times current levels.

We estimate the capital cost of the renewable capacity required to meet the 33% targetto be between $76 
billion and $82 billion, depending on the mix of renewable resources used, or the equivalent of $7.6billion 
to $8.2 billion annually over the coming decade. The combined capital expenditures of the state's three 
investor owned utilities, by comparison, are running at a rate of approximately $10.7 billion annually.
Much of this investment, however, is offset by depreciation, mitigating the impact on base rates; the 
increase in renewable generation capacity, by contrast, represents net new additions to capital invested in 
electricity supply. The capital investment required to meet California's 33% renewable target is thus likely 
have a roughly equivalent impact on base rates as the current capex plans of the three investor owned 
utilities in the state.

Another looming risk for the state's electric utilities is the scheduled roll out of dynamic pricing for 
residential electricity costumers. Because dynamic pricing depends on high critical peak prices to reduce 
peak demand, the risk to utilities is that ratepayers with limited ability to modify consumption patterns will 
resist its implementation. To date, pricing schemes that link retail electricity rates to hourly wholesale 
prices have been limited to large industrial customers. Next year, dynamic rates will be extended to certain 
agricultural and large commercial customers. But by 2014, dynamic pricing is scheduled to be rolled out to 
a wide swathe of small commercial and residential customers. As dynamic pricing is introduced to each 
new customer class, the size, sophistication and flexibility of the ratepayers affected falls, and the risk of 
adverse reaction increases. When dynamic pricing was introduced by Pacific Gas & Electric to residential 
customers in Bakersfield last summer, the company met with thousands of customer complaints. The 
introduction of dynamic pricing across the state carries the risk of much wider ratepayer backlash.

California's utilities are weighing various alternative pricing formulas to minimize the potential for adverse 
ratepayer reaction. First, California law allows small retail customers to opt out of dynamic pricing 
programs. Second, dynamic pricing may be offered in the form of a rebate to rates during peak demand
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hours, rather than an increase in peak hour prices. Third, utilities are planning extensive consumer 
education efforts designed to demonstrate to customers the potential to modify consumption patterns to 
reduce their electricity bills.

Conclusion

In our meetings with both Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric, we sensed a recognition 
that the scale of future rate increases - driven by rapid growth in utility rate base and California's ambitious 
33% renewable target — combined with the rollout of dynamic pricing to residential customers, will create a 
riskier environment for the state's utilities in the years ahead. The companies seem to be adopting a more 
defensive posture as a result. In our meeting with Southern California Edison, which forecasts rate base 
growth of 8% to 11% annually over the next five years, Edison CEO Ted Craver acknowledged that an 
optimal rate of growth for the utility would be significantly lower, perhaps in the range of 5% to 8%. 
Similarly cognizant of the need to limit rate increases, PG&E pointed out that the investments they had 
proposed in connection with their 2011-2013 General Rate Case, even if adopted in full by the Commission, 
would be largely offset by the roll-off of high cost power supply agreements, including those executed with 
the Department of Water Resources, which expire by the end of 2013. The combined impact onaverage 
system rates, PG&E claims, would allow the company to limit the increase in average electricity rates to 
1% per year.

We rate PCG outperform with a price target of $49 and rate EIX market perform with a price target of $37.
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I

Valuation Methodology

Our target prices reflects the results of three alternative valuation methodologies: (i) a multiple-based 
valuation calculated by applying the median valuation multiples of a group of comparable companies to our 
estimates of a utility’s future earnings, dividends and EBITDA; (ii) a discounted cash flow model over the 
forecast period of 2010-2015, and a terminal value in 2015 discounted back to present value at the weighted 
average cost of capital; and (iii) a discounted dividend model over the forecast period of 2010-2015, and a 
terminal value in 2015, discounted back to present value at the cost of equity.
Risks

EIX:

There are several possible risks to our price target. EMG’s large portfolio of coal-fired plants is exposed to 
gas price volatility. Our estimate of EMG's value is based on current forward power prices, which in turn 
reflect the prevailing forward curve for natural gas. For 2010, the forward gas price averages 
$4.51/MMBtu, rising to $5.15 in 2011, $5.58 in 2012, and approximately $5.85 in 2013. Given EMG's 
forecast coal fired generation in 2012, and in the absence of any power price hedges, we estimate that a 
$1.00/MMBtu increase in gas prices would add some $169 million in after-tax earnings at EMG's coal-fired 
fleet, or $0.51 per EIX share. Thus a $1.00/MMBtu increase in the gas price, if perceived by the market to 
be sustainable and capitalized at an 8x P/E multiple, could add $4.00 to the value of EIX stock.

Another significant risk to our earnings forecast is the prospect that federal or state government may impose 
a cap-and-trade scheme to limit power plant emissions of C02. Coal-fired power plants in the United 
States emit, on average, twice as much C02 per MWh (1.1 tons) as do their gas-fired competitors (0.6 
tons). The impact on generation costs of a mandatory program of allowance purchases for C02 emissions 
will thus be far greater for coal-fired plants than gas-fired generators. In the event C02 emissions limits are 
imposed by the federal government, and allowances are sold by the government rather than allocated to 
generators for free, we estimate that an allowance price of $10/Mt would reduce EMGs earnings by $105 
million, or $0.32 per share.

Risks at EIX’s regulated utility, Southern California Edison for the next five years are primarily associated 
with the investment programs that are subject to various regulatory proceedings. Although SCE has 
received its 2009 GRC decision, it only determined rates for 2009 through 2011. Some 78% of the 2009-13 
capital investment program is to be determined by proceedings beyond 2009 GRC, including 41% under 
upcoming 2012 GRC, 11% under other CPUC proceedings, and 26% under FERC rate cases. Therefore the 
projected rate base growth from 2010 through 2014 would be affected by the outcomes of these various 
regulatory proceedings, posing risk for SCE’s earnings.

PCG:

The risks to our earnings estimates, price target and rating for PCG are primarily related to the upcoming 
2011 GRC, which will set PG&E's rates and rate base for the period of 2011 through 2013, and thus 
determine PG&E’s earnings for the period. Our EPS forecasts for 2009 and beyond, and our target price for 
PG&E, could be put at risk by significant revisions to projected capital expenditures over our forecast 
period, corresponding to regulatory decisions. Longer term risks include a reduction by the CPUC of 
PG&E's allowed ROE and equity ratio.
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OTHER DISCLOSURES
A price movement of a security which may be temporary will not necessarily trigger a recommendation change. Bernstein will advise as and 
when coverage of securities commences and ceases. Bernstein has no policy or standard as to the frequency of any updates or changes to its 
coverage policies. Although the definition and application of these methods are based on generally accepted industry practices and models, 
please note that there is a range of reasonable variations within these models. The application of models typically depends on forecasts of a 
range of economic variables, which may include, but not limited to, interest rates, exchange rates, earnings, cash flows and risk factors that are 
subject to uncertainty and also may change over time. Any valuation is dependent upon the subjective opinion of the analysts carrying out this 
valuation.

This document may not be passed on to any person in the United Kingdom (i) who is a retail client (ii) unless that person or entity qualifies as an 
authorised person or exempt person within the meaning of section 19 of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the "Act"), or qualifies 
as a person to whom the financial promotion restriction imposed by the Act does not apply by virtue of the Financial Services and Markets Act 
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, or is a person classified as an "professional client" for the purposes of the Conduct of Business Rules of 
the Financial Services Authority.

To our readers in the United States: Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC is distributing this publication in the United States and accepts 
responsibility for its contents. Any U.S. person receiving this publication and wishing to effect securities transactions in any security discussed 
herein should do so only through Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC.

To our readers in the United Kingdom: This publication has been issued or approved for issue in the United Kingdom by Sanford C. Bernstein 
Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and located at Devonshire Flouse, 1 Mayfair Place, London W1J 8SB, +44 
(0)20-7170-5000.

To our readers in member states of the EEA: This publication is being distributed in the EEA by Sanford C. Bernstein Limited, which is 
authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Services Authority and holds a passport under the Investment Services 
Directive.

To our readers in Hong Kong: This publication is being issued in Hong Kong by Sanford C. Bernstein, a unit of AllianceBernstein Hong Kong 
Limited. AllianceBernstein Hong Kong Limited is regulated by the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission.

To our readers in Australia: Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC and Sanford C. Bernstein Limited are exempt from the requirement to hold an 
Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act 2001 in respect of the provision of the following financial services to wholesale 
clients:

providing financial product advice; 
dealing in a financial product; 
making a market for a financial product; and 
providing a custodial or depository service.

Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, Sanford C. Bernstein Limited and AllianceBernstein Hong Kong Limited are regulated by, respectively, the 
Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S. laws, by the Financial Services Authority under U.K. laws, and by the Hong Kong Securities 
and Futures Commission under Hong Kong laws, all of which differ from Australian laws.

One or more of the officers, directors, or employees of Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, Sanford C. Bernstein Limited, Sanford C. Bernstein, a 
unit of AllianceBernstein Hong Kong Limited, and/or their affiliates may at any time hold, increase or decrease positions in securities of any 
company mentioned herein.

Bernstein or its affiliates may provide investment management or other services to the pension or profit sharing plans, or employees of any 
company mentioned herein, and may give advice to others as to investments in such companies. These entities may effect transactions that are 
similar to or different from those recommended herein.
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Bernstein Research Publications are disseminated to our customers through posting on the firm's password protected website, 
www.bernsteinresearch.com. Additionally, Bernstein Research Publications are available through email, postal mail and commercial research 
portals. If you wish to alter your current distribution method, please contact your salesperson for details.

Bernstein and/or its affiliates do and seek to do business with companies covered in its research publications. As a result, investors should be 
aware that Bernstein and/or its affiliates may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication. Investors should 
consider this publication as only a single factor in making their investment decisions.

This publication has been published and distributed in accordance with Bernstein's policy for management of conflicts of interest in investment 
research, a copy of which is available from Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, Director of Compliance, 1345 Avenue of the Americas, New York, 
N.Y. 10105, Sanford C. Bernstein Limited, Director of Compliance, Devonshire House, One Mayfair Place, LondonWU 8SB, United Kingdom, or 
Sanford C. Bernstein, a unit of AllianceBernstein Hong Kong Limited, Director of Compliance, Suite 3401,34th Floor, One IFC, One Harbour 
View Street, Central, Hong Kong.

CERTIFICATIONS
l/(we), Hugh Wynne, Senior Analyst(s), certify that all of the views expressed in this publication accurately reflect my/(our) personal views 
about any and all of the subject securities or issuers and that no part of my/(our) compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, 
related to the specific recommendations or views in this publication.

Approved By: CDK

Copyright 2010, Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, Sanford C. Bernstein Limited, and AllianceBernstein Hong Kong Limited, subsidiaries of AllianceBernstein L.P. ~ 1345 Avenue of the
Americas ~ NY, NY 10105 ~ 212/756-4400. All rights reserved.

This publication is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, 
availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Bernstein or any of their subsidiaries or affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. This publication is based upon 
public sources we believe to be reliable, but no representation is made by us that the publication is accurate or complete. V\fe do not undertake to advise you of any change in the reported information or in the opinions herein. 
This publication was prepared and issued by Bernstein for distribution to eligible counterparties or professional clients. This publication is not an offer to buy or sell any security, and it does not constitute investment, legal or tax 
advice. The investments referred to herein may not be suitable for you. Investors must make their cwn investment decisions in consultation with their professional advisors in light of their specific circumstances. The value of 
investments may fluctuate, and investments that are denominated in foreign currencies may fluctuate in value as a result of exposure to exchange rate movements. Information about past performance of an investment is not 
necessarily a guide to, indicator of, or assurance of, future performance.
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